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Abstract—A recent development emanating from the widely
used RFID technology is Near Field Communication (NFC).
Basically, NFC is a popular short range (<10cm) wireless
communication technology with applications in areas sensitive
to security and privacy concerns including contact-less payment.
Since NFC communications require very close proximity between
two communicating devices (for example a smartcard and a
reader), it is generally believed that Man-in-the-Middle (MITM)
attacks are practically infeasible here. On the contrary to this
general belief, in this paper, we successfully establish MITM
attacks in NFC communications between a passive tag and
an active reader. We present physical fundamentals of the
attack, our engineering design, and results of our successful
implementation. We also present practical impacts of the attack
from the perspective of how a malicious user can leverage our
MITM attack to compromise integrity of contact-less payment
transactions. Finally, we present insights to combat the MITM
attack in NFC communications towards the end of the paper.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Since the past decade, RFID based technologies have been

gaining immense popularity with applications in Logistics,

Supply Chain Management, Mobility Tracking, Access Con-

trol, etc. Within the broad realm of RFIDs, a particular

technology is Near Field Communication (NFC). Briefly, NFC

technologies enable two electronic devices (one of them typ-

ically portable like a smartphone or a credit card) to establish

communication with each other through bringing both devices

in very close proximity (within <10cm of each other). NFC

devices can be of two types, namely active and passive, based

on whether or not the devices own a power supply. An active

device generally possesses a chip connected with a copper-

wire coil. When this device is powered on, the coil generates

a magnetic field to establish communications. A passive NFC

device, on the other hand, does not have its own power supply.

When a passive device comes close enough to an active device,

due to electromagnetic induction, the coil of the passive device

gets powered allowing communication as shown in Figure 1.

Applications of NFC Technologies: The most critical

applications of NFC technologies today are in contactless

payment systems generally used in smart debitcards or credit-

cards. These typically follow the Active-Passive model, where

the active device is a reader (used by the merchant), while

the passive device is the smartcard (presented by the user).

They alternatively communicate in half-duplex mode follow-

Figure 1: Working mechanism of NFC devices

ing established protocols. Other applications such as sharing

contacts, photos, videos, or files between NFC devices are also

there, where both devices (e.g., smartphones) are active and

can communicate in full duplex mode. Needless to say, the

contactless payment applications (and even others sometimes)

are highly security sensitive, with incentives for adversaries to

compromise their operations.

The Security Perspective of NFC Technologies: As of

today, it is generally believed that with NFC technologies,

since the communications are held in close proximity between

devices, the feasibility of unintentional data transfers is low.

Nevertheless, to combat attacks, the notion of a Secure Ele-

ment (essentially a chip) to enable a secure memory and execu-

tion environment is integrated within NFC devices. The secure

element is a dynamic environment wherein application code

and application data can be securely stored and administered,

while enabling secure execution of applications. The secure

element resides in highly secure crypto chips that also provide

functions to encrypt, decrypt, and sign data packets.

While existing designs do provide a high degree of confiden-

tiality and integrity for NFC communications, one potentially

dangerous attack that has not been considered yet in this

realm is Man-in-the-Middle Attack. It is generally assumed

that Man-in-the-Middle (MITM) attacks are infeasible with

NFC communications due to inductive coupling fundamentals,

an illustration of which is presented in Figure 2. To demon-

strate further, let Alice (an active server) and Bob (a passive

tag) be two legitimate entities that are engaging in an NFC

communication in close proximity. They can do so, since there

exists an RF field generated by Alice. Let Eve be an adversary

attempting to launch an MITM attack. In the above scenario,
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Figure 2: Alignment of two RF fields

for Eve to launch a successful MITM attack, its RF field needs

to be perfectly aligned with that of Alice and Bob (to avoid

RF disturbances), which is considered infeasible considering

the already close proximity of Alice and Bob (less than 10cm).

Such a situation will likely prevent Eve from becoming a Man-

in-the-Middle with NFC communications [1], [2].

Our Contributions: In this paper, for the first time, we

demonstrate the practical feasibility of MITM attacks over

NFC communications between an active NFC device and a

passive NFC device (in the context of smartcard payments),

while still bounded by the physical constraints of Figure 2.

To elaborate briefly, the adversary NFC device that we design

from the ground up has an embedded reader, writer, and a

passive tag, and when integrated together, becomes an MITM
card.

What is unique about our work is the following. Rather

than focusing on an external adversary trying to get into

the middle at run time (which is physically very challenging

to do considering inductive coupling fundamental presented

above), we explore the intriguing possibility of placing an

adversary device in between an original card and a reader

at any flextime. In this paper, we consider a scenario where

the user possess two cards, and interchangeably uses them

with malicious intent. One of the cards is the one that is

ideally accepted at a terminal, and is called original card.

The other one called MITM card is one that is a clone of

another valid card issued by a bank, however, whose details

are exposed (possibly via skimming) by the user. In ideal

case, this card should be rejected by the terminal. We will

elaborate this in section III (D). Here, the attack we present is

one where the user carefully places the MITM card between

the communications of an original card (also belonging to the

user) and the reader, and then use this scenario to compromise

the integrity of contact-less payment1. To the best of our

knowledge, this possibility of an MITM attack has never been

explored before, which is the core novelty of our work in

this paper. To do so, we perform careful engineering designs

leveraging fundamentals of wireless communications. While

the proof-of-concept of MITM we demonstrate in this paper

is of a larger dimension, once the smartcard is programmed,

the size can be shrunk to be comparable to that of a regular

1However, it is not mandatory that the adversary must be insider. An
outsider may keep the attack module in the wallet or similar belonging to
an innocent user.

smartcard, which is typically 85.6mm × 53.98mm × 0.76mm

(defined by ISO 7816). Thus, our design is pragmatic.

To the best of our knowledge, ours is the first work to

demonstrate the practical feasibility of true MITM attacks with

NFC communications, and then demonstrate the impact to

compromise financial transactions generally performed today.

We believe our paper exposes an important new vulnerability

in this realm. Therefore, towards the end of this paper, we also

provide insights on how to combat such attacks.

II. RELATED WORK AND OUR NOVELTY

We now present briefly an overview of important work

related to security of NFC devices and their communications,

while also highlighting the novelty of our work in this paper.

a. The differences of our proposed MITM attack from
Replay Attacks: Our proposed attack may resemble the

well known “Replay Attack” (also called the “Relay and

Ghost attack” or “Mafia Attack”) [6], however, there are

clear differences. The Replay Attack is one where the reader

is typically malicious and it simply replays the contents of

a benign tag (e.g., a smartcard) to a malicious entity to

enable a fake transaction through compromising the original
card. As we elaborate below, such attacks can be mitigated

using dynamically changing crypto solutions, or location based

approaches that attempt to physically tie a card and a reader at

a particular location for approving a transaction [6], [10]. On

the contrary, our MITM attack will enable an attacker module

to be physically present in the same environment to collude

with the original card. It is thus equipped with the ability to

read all communications between the reader and the original
card from start to finish (see Figure 3). Solutions proposed to

combat Replay Attacks are not effective for our MITM attack

proposed in this paper.

b. Crypto based solutions: Many attacks over NFC can be

mitigated using crypto based solutions as in [1], where it is

shown that eavesdropping, data corruption, data modification,

and data insertion can be mitigated by establishing a secure

channel between the devices with a shared secret key. In most

solutions proposed today [1], [2], [3], dynamically changing

session keys are recommended to secure the channel between

sender and receiver. The work in [3] also shows how a combin-

ation of AES encryption [4] and Deffie-Hellman key exchange

[5] scheme can be used to prevent data modification, and

eavesdropping over NFC. In [1], more innovative approaches

were proposed for NFC specific key agreement mechanism.

The idea is to synchronize the bits, amplitudes, as well as

phases of RF signals randomly generated by two devices. Once

they are synchronized, the devices communicate with exactly

the same amplitude and phases as secret keys. However, these

techniques are also not effective against our MITM attack due

to collusion between the original card and the malicious MITM
card.

Figure 3: Man-in-the-middle (MITM) attack over NFC
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(a) NFC shield (b) Arduino uno board (c) MiFare Classic 1K tag

Figure 4: Device Specification

c. Location centric approaches: Another security scheme

for NFC communications is called Tap-Tap and Pay [10],

where the user of a valid card will tap the reader a specific

number of times. Then, the accelerometer responses of the

card and the reader are sent in real-time to a server along

with the time stamps, wherein the server will determine if

they are correlated. If so, then the transaction is approved,

and it is rejected otherwise. This can mitigate replay attacks.

Additionally, a study [6] proposes that a card should be

unlocked only when it is in an appropriate (pre-specified)

location. These approaches also will not work for defending

against our attack, since the original card and MITM card in

our attack are co-located next to each other and colluding as

well.
d. Approaches leveraging physical unclonability of a tag:

This is an interesting approach that leverages unclonability of

components of electronic circuitry during fabrication. Briefly,

a physically unclonable function (PUF) is a physical entity

that is embodied in a physical electronic microstructure that

is easy to evaluate, however, hard to predict or clone. In

this respect a PUF is the hardware analog of a one-way

function [15]. Approaches leveraging PUFs have been used

for challenge-response based authentication and also dynamic

key generation and sharing in RFID/ NFC based communic-

ations. The standard approach is where the more secure and

power enabled reader has prior knowledge about the unique

properties of the tag that are then challenged and verified at

run-time [16]. However, PUF based designs are complex to

implement, and furthermore, since the original card is co-

located with the MITM card and colluding, the complexity

of challenge-response mechanisms may introduce significant

hardware design, and latency issues during verification that

could impose constraints on practicality of PUF based designs

for NFC devices.

e. The Significance and Novelty of Our Attack: Our work

in this paper is important because MITM attacks have simply

not been investigated in NFC communications because they

are considered unlikely in practice [1], [2], [3]. Furthermore,

existing solutions proposed for other security vulnerabilities

in the NFC literature that were highlighted above are inef-

fective against our proposed MITM attack. State-of-the-art

crypto solutions will not work simply because the MITM
card is present and listening to all communications between

the original card (with which the MITM card colludes) and

the reader from start to finish. Location based approaches

obviously fail because the malicious tag is physically close

to the original tag and the reader. PUF based approaches are

very challenging similar to reasons mentioned above, since

the malicious tag is privy to all communication and keys

between the original tag and the reader. The significance and

novelty of our work in this paper is demonstrating the practical

feasibility of MITM attacks over NFC, leveraging the attack

(a) High-level view

(b) Real setup

(c) Screenshots of a legitimate transmission and a trans-
mission under demo attack

Figure 5: Experimental setup and demonstration of MITM
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(a) NFC-enabled payment
cards from different parties

(b) Multiple cards usu-
ally kept in a wallet

(c) Holding wallet in front of a PoS
machine while making a payment

Figure 6: The feasibility of our MITM attack module being invisible in a Wallet

to compromise contact-less payment protocols in manner that

existing approaches cannot defend against.

III. OUR PROPOSED MAN-IN-THE-MIDDLE ATTACK OVER

NFC COMMUNICATIONS

We now present our MITM attack over NFC communic-

ations. First, we present the formal attack model. Then, we

present the underlying physical fundamentals of our MITM

attack over NFC communications. Subsequently, we present

how our MITM attack can compromise the fidelity of a

financial transaction when executed between two entities using

a state-of-the-art protocol for contactless payments.

A. The Formal Attack Model

Our proposed attack model is one where the user/ owner

of an NFC-enabled smartcard is malicious. The malicious

user (also known as adversary) possesses two smartcards, one

called as the original card, and the other one called as the

MITM card. It is important to note that the MITM card is one

that is a clone of another valid card issued by a bank, however,

whose details are exposed (possibly via skimming) by the

user. The reader/ server is assumed to be benign. The goal

of the adversary is to conduct NFC-enabled communications

with the reader using the original card and the MITM card
interchangeably during a single transaction with the motivation

to fool the reader (e.g., a merchant).

To do so, two things must happen. First, the adversary

must first be able to emplace an MITM card in between the

original card and the reader throughout the communication

between them, wherein the MITM card must be able to

read all communication between the original card and the

reader, while also being able to physically communicate with

both parties. This is an engineering challenge. Second, the

adversary must be able to exploit a vulnerability in existing

contact-less payment protocols by intelligently manipulating

which smartcard (between the original card and MITM card)

communicates with the reader and when, so that the reader is

victimized. This is an algorithmic challenge. In the following,

we address both in detail.

B. The Physical Fundamentals of Our MITM Attack

There are three critical components (shown in Figure 4) in

our design of the MITM attack module. The first is NFC shield

with antenna (Figure 4(a)) to transmit and receive information.

In our set-up, we use three NFC shields (v2.1) [11] as active

devices, whose maximum effective communication range is

5cm over a frequency of 13.56MHz. Second is Arduino Uno

boards [12] containing ATmega328 microcontroller (Figure

4(b)), which is used to make the shields programmable.

The last component is the passive card. For this, we use

MiFare Classic 1K cards (Figure 4(c)). Figure 5(a) shows the

schematic view of our MITM attack where the MITM card
(that is embedded with a reader, and a writer) resides between

the original card and the reader. Figure 5(b) shows the detailed

implementation set-up.

To make the NFC shield operational, we stack the NFC

shield on an Arduino development board and connect the

board to a computer using a USB cable. The NFC shield

can act as a reader or a writer depending on the instructions

enabled in it. In both cases, when an NFC-enabled card is

held in-front of the antenna of a NFC shield, it can detect

and communicate with the card. Here, the MITM card is

placed in between the Readeroriginal and Cardoriginal. A

sheet of aluminium foil is used to isolate Readermalicious and

Writermalicious to avoid collision between their radio signals.

They are connected via a separate channel (for example, wire

in our case) to pass information. In our experiment, three active

and two passive devices are placed in passive-active-active-

passive-active manner where the devices act as card-reader-

writer-card-reader mode.

We now refer back to Figure 5(a) to illustrate how the

MITM attack works in our set-up. In the absence of the

MITM attack, two-way communication is normal between the

original card and the reader. Under attack, Readermalicious,

Writermalicious, and Cardmalicious combinedly act as the

MITM attacker. Here, Readermalicious reads any message

from Cardoriginal, modifies it (if needed), and sends the mod-

ified message to the Writermalicious. Then, Writermalicious

writes the information in Cardmalicious. Once writing has

been completed, Writermalicious needs to release the chan-

nel so that Readeroriginal gets the channel free and can

read Cardmalicious. Therefore, when the original reader

Readeroriginal wants to read Cardoriginal, it actually reads

the attacker’s card Cardmalicious which may contain a mod-

ified message. Here, since attacker is in the middle of the

original reader and original card, he/ she can decide when

and which message will be passed to the original reader. Such

messages can be anything from payment details, challenge-

responses, personal details etc. Note that as long as the attacker
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Figure 7: Complete mechanism of contact-less payment protocol [27], [28]

keeps the channel busy, Readeroriginal cannot detect the

presence of any card. Therefore, the attacker can control the

channel smartly to ensure that Readeroriginal cannot figure

out any channel switch during communication. To clarify,

Figure 5(c) shows a screenshots of demo attack. Here, for

simplicity, we just increment the ASCII value of each char-

acter of the original message under transmission through the

attacker module. Therefore, the original reader receives the

message “ifmmp” (red marked) when the original tag sends

message “hello” (green marked). The left side of figure 5(c)

shows a legitimate transmission, whereas the right side shows

a transmission under attack.

An important consideration here is the physical form-factor

of our proposed design. We believe that our proposed MITM

attacker module can be easily designed in the form of a

regular commercial smartcard with state-of-the-art engineering

designs. As such, the entire attacker module can be easily

emplaced in a wallet adjacent to another card. This is because,

the NFC shield with arduino board in our design presented

above is used for programming only. Once programmed, the

NFC shield can be replaced with the microcontroller and

the antenna. The dimension of the antenna is 30.48mm ×
27.94mm × 0.5mm. Thus when integrated with a tag, the

resulting dimensions of the MITM module is comparable to

typical smartcards, which is 85.6mm × 53.98mm × 0.76mm

(defined by ISO 7816). Thus, it is possible to accommodate

the entire attacker module within 2mm to 3mm width, which

makes our MITM attacker practically invisible in a wallet.

C. Details on Contact-less Payment Protocol

We are ready to present discussions on how the above attack

setup can be practically leveraged by a malicious user to fool

a merchant in the domain of contactless payment. Before, we

do that, we present in Figure 6, an illustration of how the

smartcards that employ NFC technologies look like. With our

implementation presented above, we can see that it is simple

to invisibly emplace the MITM card between the original card
and the reader. How the presence of these two cards creates

an attack scenario is presented next.

Contact-less payment protocol [23] is based on the tradi-

tional contact EMV transaction protocols [24], [25] with few

exceptions. Briefly, EMV (Europay, MasterCard, and Visa) is a

technical standard for smart payment cards, payment terminals

and automated teller machines that accept them. EMV cards

are smartcards (also called chip cards or IC cards) that store

data on integrated circuits in addition to magnetic stripes (for

backward compatibility). Clearly, a critical goal of the protocol

is to ensure secure communication between the terminal and

the card consuming minimal amount of time.

The current EMV protocol can be split into three phases

[26]: 1. Card authentication, 2. Cardholder verification, and 3.

Transaction authorization. Contact-less transaction skips the

second phase since offline Personal Identification Number

(PIN) is typically not supported here due to the security

vulnerabilities in terms of eavesdropping to extract the PIN.

Besides, it is practically difficult to ask card holders to enter

a PIN while holding a card in-front of the terminal [28].

While selecting transaction instances, a PIN could be made

mandatory, for the most part it is not, and therefore, in

general, only two phases (Card Authentication and Transaction

Authorization) are involved in contact-less payment system.

Figure 7 depicts the complete mechanism of the contact-less

payment protocol. We briefly elaborate the phases next.
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Figure 8: Attacker in between card and terminal perform card authentication using original card information, then transaction

authorization using a fake card

1) Card Authentication: Both terminal (reader) and card

(tag) may support multiple sensitive applications such as

Payment System Environment (PSE) [27], Proximity System

Environment (PPSE) [28], Debit/ Credit card, etc., each of

which has different mechanisms to authenticate the card. To

do so, the terminal is allowed to select an efficient payment

environment using SELECT command. The card responds

with the File Control Information (FCI) containing the list

of supported applications (AIDs). Then the terminal selects

an AID and starts a transaction using GET PROCESSING

OPTIONS command. Subsequently, the terminal asks for a

generic card application data element using READ RECORD

command. With this step, the terminal will validate whether or

not the corresponding card is approved for transaction. Note

that in contact-less payment, Static Data Authentication (SDA)

is typically performed, wherein the card sends over signed

static application data for verification, which is verified by

the terminal via public key authentication of the cryptogram

to detect unauthorized cards or tampering. Cards identified as

unauthorized in this step are rejected for payment. Otherwise,

the terminal performs the next steps identified below.

2) Transaction Authorization: If a card is validated, then

the terminal asks the card to generate a cryptographic MAC

in addition to transaction related details such as amount, date,

currency, etc., using GENERATE AC command. Here, the

terminal may request the card to generate TC, ARQC, or AAC

(explained in Figure 7), which are essentially digital signatures

of the financial transaction, generated via secret card keys and

session keys. Here, the card responds with TC if it allows

offline transaction, returns ARQC if it forces the transaction to

be online or returns AAC if it rejects the transaction. Typically,

ARQC is preferred by the terminal since any fraud can be

detected at run-time. Once the ARQC is received from the

card, the terminal sends the ARQC to the issuer bank of the

card. The issuer, then, verifies the transaction, approves the

card if it was indeed issued by the bank, and sends an ARPC

to the terminal. These steps also ensure two aspects:

• The financial message (amount, currency, date, etc.) is

originated from the source that it claims to be from, and

• Content of the message is not altered.

A critical fact to observe here is that the check for validity

of a card to be processed by a particular terminal happens

only in the Card Authentication Phase via checking digital

signatures generated by the card. Once the terminal decides

that a card is validated, then in the next phase of Transaction

Authorization, the issuer bank of the card will only validate

if the card whose details are supplied by the terminal was

indeed issued by the bank (along with financial details to verify

integrity). In this phase, no checks are performed if the card

is actually authentic for transaction in the particular terminal.

The absence of redundancy in checking simplifies the overall

protocol, and speeds up transactions, which is vital for contact-

less payment. However, this fact is precisely what our MITM

attacker will exploit as we present below.

D. Attack Model over the Payment Protocol

We now present details on how the presence of the MITM

can compromise the above protocol. Usually, banks provide
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terminals (readers) to merchants, and they allow all their

issuing cards with the right BINs2 to be processed in their

terminals for free. However, when a bank is willing to accept

cards issued by other banks (Visa, MasterCard, UnionPay,

American Express, etc.) in their terminal, then the bank that

supplies the terminal is called acquirer and the acquirer bank

should have an agreement with the bank that issued the card.

Different charge or commission may be fixed for different card

types during these agreements. If any fraud occurs with a card,

the issuer bank (of any card) should not ignore the liability

owing to the agreement. If the issuer bank denies to take the

liability, the acquirer bank normally declines the card during

Card Authentication phase.

Figure 8 depicts a way how the MITM attack can be incor-

porated with contact-less payment protocol. Let a malicious

user owns two cards. One of them will be accepted by the

terminal (i.e., the original card). The other card is the MITM
card, and is the clone of another valid card legally issued by

a bank. Note that the MITM card has been engineered by the

malicious user using our designs presented in this paper, and

via skimming details of the valid card [7]. Note also that the

valid card that was cloned as the MITM card is one that is not

authorized for use at a particular terminal. In this context, we

present a practical attack.

Let, the terminal initiate communication with the user. This

is through the MITM card because it is an MITM between the

original card and the terminal. Here, the payment environment

is selected by the MITM card. When the terminal asks for

generic card application data, the MITM card simply relays the

request to the original card, receives a response, and relays it

to the terminal. Since this data comes from the original card,

the card authentication phase is successful using the right keys.

Since the attacker just relays the messages, he/ she does not

need to uncover any messages.

Once card authentication is completed, the MITM card does

not need to communicate with the original card. In this phase,

since MITM card directly communicates with the terminal, it

can respond with TC to perform offline transaction. If the

terminal does not support offline transaction, attacker needs

to respond with its ARQC to the terminal. The terminal

then sends this cryptogram to the corresponding payment

card association (e.g., Visa, MasterCard, American Express,

2Bank Identification Number (BIN) refers to first four to six digits of a
card that indicates a specific card type of a specific Bank.

Figure 9: Changes in signal amplitude

(a) Time variation between normal and attack scenario

(b) Time delay for different communication medium between card and
reader

Figure 10: Time delay in different scenarios

UnionPay etc.) which does not apply any verification, however,

rather just sends the cryptogram to the bank that issued the

card for verifying transaction details. Since this was a card

that was issued by a bank, the terminal receives a successful

ARPC from the issuer bank (see Figure 8) for a successful

transaction, which is then executed.

Normally, an offline settlement is performed between the

merchant and bank after a few days, and banks hardly check

each transaction before giving payment to the merchant.

However, when the acquirer bank (that provided the terminal)

will go for settlement with the issuer bank of an MITM card,

the latter may deny to pay because of having no agreement

between them. In this case, acquirer bank will be the victim.

If banks check all transaction before giving payment to the

merchant, it will be detected that selected transactions are

performed with unauthorized cards and merchants can be fined

or may have to forfeit their money. Thus, merchant becomes

the victim here. In either case, we show how the malicious

user is able to successfully launch an attack against contact-

less payment protocols using our MITM module that is hard

to prevent 3.

E. Clarifying Discussions on the Attack

Our MITM attack proposed is practical. The hardware as we

explained is feasible for NFC communications in the current

form factor we designed above. With simple sniffing and/or

skimming techniques, the TC, ARQC of a valid card can be

easily obtained for writing on our MITM attack module. Note

that one could argue about the feasibility of integrating the

3Now, in the case where the MITM card is a clone of another card that is
legally accepted at a terminal, our attack will still be executable in practice,
although in this case, the liability will not be with the terminal or the banks,
but rather on the legal owner of either the original card or the cloned card.
Attackers are less likely to attempt this scenario.
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cryptogram components of both the authorized card, and the

unauthorized card as a single NFC module, and alternate the

information exchanged with the terminal in the same manner

as we presented above to create the same attack impact with

one hardware device instead of two. While this is doable, and

will eliminate the need for a separate MITM module, we think

that smart attackers will not prefer this scenario. First off, it

forces an attacker to always engage in a malicious transaction

even if the attacker does not want to do so (since the hardware

and protocols are fixed for the device). Also, if terminals

employ PUF based detection approaches (presented in Section

II), the valid card must be present and not tampered with for

a successful PUF based validation. Finally, the presence of

a separate MITM module means that discarding it easier for

a practical attacker should the need arise to do so, without

compromising the original card. For these practical reasons,

the overall MITM framework we present in this paper is prac-

tical. Furthermore, the close physical proximity and collusion

between the MITM card and the original card means that

existing protocols proposed in the literature to defend against

other attacks in NFC communications (presented earlier in

Related Work) are not geared for defending against our MITM

attack.

Also, we note that it is entirely possible that our MITM

module can be with the terminal as a component designed

to sniff cryptogram details of benign cards that could be

used later for generating fake/ malicious transactions. In this

manner, a terminal need not be tampered with, however, can

still engage in malicious sniffing. We do not elaborate on this

aspect in more detail, however, this is practical. We also be-

lieve that with the wide popularity of NFC based applications

in smart tolls, passport based entry systems, inventory tracking

(e.g., medicines), new attacks are possible when adversaries

leverage our designs in this paper to launch MITM attacks,

and investigating these is part of our current study.

Furthermore, in certain cases, there may be much lower

limits on transaction amounts that are allowed to be conducted

via contact-less payments in order to provide better financial

security. While our attack is still feasible in such scenarios,

this issue opens up a new spectrum of the cost-effectiveness

of an attacker engineering our attack for financial gain. This is

also an issue that could be potentially investigated from both

an attack and defense perspective.

(a) Normal communication (b) Attacker with card

Figure 11: Reading card in different angles

Table I: Time delay for different angles

Setting

Angle
between
Card and
Reader

Success
Rate (%)

Delay (ms)

Min Max Avg Stdev

Legitimate
0◦ 100 66 81 71 7
30◦ 100 66 108 79 17
60◦ 67 67 109 85 15

Attack
0◦ 100 777 1883 1199 440
30◦ 100 946 2108 1488 581
60◦ 56 2251 4527 3383 1299

IV. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS AND INSIGHTS FOR

DEFENDING AGAINST OUR MITM ATTACK

Recall from Section II, where we showed why existing

defense strategies cannot apply for our MITM attack. We

now report limited experimental results on the physical nature

of NFC communications with and without an MITM attack

to identify insights for successful defense. First off, we find

a significant change in signal strength (amplitude value) in

presence of an MITM attacker. However, this change is not due

to MITM attacks alone, however, for other reasons like varying

proximity between card and reader, molecular absorption etc.

Figure 9 shows the change in signal amplitude over time for

two separate instances of normal and attack scenarios. Unfor-

tunately, even for two normal scenarios without MITM attacks,

the signal amplitudes are vastly different, which precludes

amplitude as a reliable marker to detect MITM attacks.

However, with an MITM attack, delays increase. In our ex-

periments, a reader normally takes only 59 to 81 milliseconds

(ms) to read a card without an MITM, whereas it takes 777

to 1863 ms (around 20 times more) in presence of an MITM

(Figure 10(a)). This is a non-negligible increase in delay that

provides mechanisms to detect MITM attacks.

Note that, the delays should also vary depending on message

length and medium of communication as per intuition. There-

fore, to check if the delay actually varies with the message

length, we measure time delay for different message lengths

in our experiments. However, since the maximum length of

payload gets fixed while being in NFC communications, and

since the nfc.read() command reads the whole card at a time,

the variation in message length does not exhibit any significant

effect in delay. This also validates increased delay as the best

marker for detecting MITM attacks. It is also important to

note that in our experiments, the increase in delays was found

to be independent of the medium of communication between

the card and the reader (i.e., air, plastic, glass, etc.) as shown

in figure 10(b), further validating the impact of leveraging

increase in delay to detect MITM attacks.

To further clarify, we present Table I with results obtained

from the setup presented in Figure 11. As presented in Figure

11, the reader is at slightly different angles compared to the

original card with and without the MITM attacker. As we can

see, the increase in delays are consistent and non-negligible

between the normal scenario and the attack scenario. We also

see that beyond an angle of 60◦ between the reader and the

tag, success rate of communication goes down, which also

provides a marker for detecting non-aligned MITM attackers.
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V. FUTURE WORK

We are currently investigating approaches to reduce the form

factor of MITM over NFC communications. In this paper, we

use three extra devices for attacker. In future, we will try to

establish the attack in more convenient way by reducing the

number of attacker devices so that the attacker can be thinned

further. Also, at present, our attack works in active-passive

mood. In future we will analyze if the attack is possible in

peer-to-peer communication mode also.

In this paper, we show that existing security mechanisms

used for NFC communications fail to prevent our attack.

Here, we present limited experimental results on the physical

nature of NFC communications with and without an MITM

attack to identify insights for successful defense. We plan

to conduct many more experiments with MITM attacks over

NFC communications to device technologies that are purely

algorithmic, or a combination of algorithmic and hardware

technologies to combat MITM attacks.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we demonstrate for the first time, the practical

feasibility of MITM attacks over NFC communications, and

also present a practical attack scenario in the realm of contact-

less payments. We also present important insights that could be

used as defense mechanisms against MITM attacks over NFC

communications. Our future work lies in demonstrating more

convenient forms of MITM attacker modules by reducing the

number of physical devices, and also to demonstrate attacks

in peer-to-peer communication mode with more devices like

smartphones and RFID communications. We will also conduct

more rigorous theoretical and experimental studies on a com-

bination of algorithmic and hardware technologies to detect

MITM attacks in NFC communications. Naturally, the issue

of designing robust defense protocols against MITM attacks

is also a topic of our future work.
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